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Automatic aggressive maneuvers with quadcopters are regarded as a highly challenging control problem. The aim is to tackle the
singularities that exist in a vertical loopingmaneuver. Modeling singularities are resolved by writing the equations-of-motion of the
quadcopter in quaternion form. Physical singularities due to underactuation are resolved by using an energy-based control. Energy-
based control is utilized to overcome the uncontrollability of the quadcopter at physical singular configurations, for instance, when
commanding the quadcopter to gain altitudewhile pitched at 90∘.Three looping strategies (circular, clothoidal, and newly developed
constant thrust) are implemented on a nonlinear model of the quadcopter. The three looping strategies are discussed along with
their advantages and limitations.

1. Introduction

A looping maneuver (Figure 1) is executed when the centroid
of the quadcopter moves along a circular path while pitching
up to complete a 360

∘ rotation.
Singular configurations are encountered while tracking

the trajectories of a looping maneuver. Singular configura-
tions are abnormal situations that should be avoided since
they indicate either amalfunction of themechanism, or a bad
model [1]. Singular configurations are divided into two types:
physical singular configurations and modelling singular con-
figurations. Modelling singular configurations might reflect
bad modelling decisions, for example, in a looping maneuver
using Euler angles tomodel the quadcopter dynamics instead
of quaternions [2]. Physical singular configurations reflect
limitations in the design. For example, when the quadcopter’s
pitch angle approaches 90

∘, the controller loses the ability
to command an acceleration in the vertical direction as the
quadcopter is uncontrollable in this configuration. This is
a limitation in the quadcopter’s design since it has only 4
actuators in 6DOF (underactuated). At the physical singular
configurations the controllability and the Jacobian matrices
are rank deficient. Hence the quadcopter is uncontrollable.

Recently the design and implementation of control
algorithms for aggressive maneuvers for unmanned aerial
vehicles have been of interest to many research institutes
and universities [3–13]. In the field of unmanned helicopters,
human-piloted maneuvers are executed such that reference
trajectories for the maneuver are extracted.These trajectories
are then taught to the helicopters controller through rein-
forcement learning and so themaneuver can be replicated [3].
This approach implemented an entire air show of different
maneuvers; however, this work addresses the challenge of
designing trajectories in the full without the usage of human
pilots.

Designing reference maneuver trajectories is not a simple
task and so research has gone into the direction of reducing
the complexity of the problem by dividing the flip trajectory
into five steps (Acceleration, Start Rotation, Coast, Stop
Rotate, and Recovery) [4–6]. Then these five steps were
associated with five parameters. These five parameters were
optimized to obtain the desired flips. This approach works
on the optimization of the final state parameters and not the
whole trajectory and thus it managed to perform flips and not
a proper looping maneuver.
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Figure 1: Looping maneuver.

In [7] the authors utilized geometric methods to define
controllers that can achieve complex aerobatic maneuvers
for a quadcopter. The quadcopter dynamics are modeled
and expressed globally on the configuration manifold. It
is coordinate-free, and therefore it overcomes modeling
singularities. The authors managed to implement complex
maneuvers such as recovering from being initially upside
down. The paper considers the inverted orientation to be
undesirable with a 180

∘ attitude error. On the other hand, part
of themaneuver in this work is to be inverted while executing
an aggressive 360

∘ loop.
The authors in [8] tackle the problem of generating real

time trajectories for a quadcopter. These trajectories ensure
safe passage through corridors. The authors discarded the
small roll and pitch angle approximations as tight aggressive
turns were required to maneuver the quadcopter in the
corridors. On the other hand in this work the maneuver is
more aggressive as it requires the pitch angle to change 360

∘.
Moreover the looping maneuver done in this paper requires
dealing with singularities, unlike tight turns where the pitch
and roll angle are limited less than 90

∘.
The authors in [9] extend the flight envelope of the quad-

copter by improving the accuracy of the aerodynamic model.
The aerodynamic model is improved through the analysis
of the blade flapping and thrust. The authors achieved high
speeds and performed aggressive maneuvers. A stall turn
maneuver is executed where a sudden pitch moment is
applied, the quadcopter enters a steep climb, trading kinetic
energy for height. At the peak of the maneuver where the
velocity approaches zero, a yaw moment is applied to reverse
the direction. However, in this paper the maneuver is more
complicatedwhere the quadcopter is required to trade kinetic
energy with height while pitching up at the same time to
execute the aggressive maneuver.

In [10] a complex aerobatic maneuver is approached
by decomposing it into a sequence of discrete maneuvers.
The author achieved safe switching between the maneuver
segments while performing an autonomous backflip. The
backflip maneuver is broken into three main stages: impulse,
drift, and recovery. The maneuver initializes by rotating the
quadcopter. Upon reaching the end of the first maneuver
segment the motors are turned off for the drift mode,
where the quadcopter rotates and falls under gravity. Finally,
the recovery mode brings the quadcopter back to hover
condition. The author in the paper depends on the inertia
to pitch up and fall in the drift mode. On the other hand, in

this work during the drift mode when the quadcopter has a
pitch angle greater than 90

∘ and less than 270
∘ the motors are

not turned off and energy is utilized to overcome the singular
configurations and avoid falling due to gravity.

Research in [11–13] was successful in executing aggressive
maneuvers as flying through narrow, vertical gaps such that
the pitch angle of the quadcopter reaches 90∘. Also the authors
managed to perch on inverted surfaces with maximum incli-
nation angle of 120

∘. This is done by designing trajectories
and controllers defined by a sequence of segments. Each
controller of each segment is then refined through iteration
to account for errors in the dynamic model and noise in the
sensors and actuators.

The goal of this work is to execute an aggressive 360
∘

looping maneuver as shown in Figure 1. Performing such
maneuver singularities that exist along themaneuver path has
to be resolved.Modeling singularities were tackled by writing
the equations-of-motion of the quadcopter in quaternion
form. Energy-based control is then utilized to overcome the
uncontrollability of the quadcopter at physical singular con-
figurations. Three looping maneuvers (circular, clothoidal,
and newly developed constant thrust) were implemented
on a nonlinear model of the quadcopter. The three looping
maneuvers were discussed along with their advantages and
limitations.

2. Quadcopter Modelling and Control

2.1. Modelling. The inertial frame 𝐼 : {𝑂
𝐼

, 𝑋
𝐼

, 𝑌
𝐼

, 𝑍
𝐼

} is
defined by the ground,with gravity pointing in the positive𝑍𝐼

direction. The body frame 𝐵 : {𝑂
𝐵

, 𝑋
𝐵

, 𝑌
𝐵

, 𝑍
𝐵

} is defined by
the orientation of the quadcopter, with the rotor axes pointing
in the negative 𝑍

𝐵 direction and the arms pointing in the 𝑥

and 𝑦 directions as shown in Figure 2.
The quad-rotor helicopter dynamic equations in quater-

nion form are found to be [14]
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Figure 2: Coordinate systems.

The 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 represent the position of the centroid of the
quadcopter relative to the inertial frame. The quadcopter is
affected by the gravity shown by the gravitational acceleration
𝑔. Themass of the quadcopter is represented by𝑚. 𝐼

𝑥
, 𝐼
𝑦
, and

𝐼
𝑧
are the moments of inertia about the 𝑋

𝐵, 𝑌𝐵, and 𝑍
𝐵 axes,

respectively. 𝐼
𝑝
is the propeller’s moment of inertia about the

𝑍
𝐵 axis.The quaternion q is a hyper complex number of rank

4, where q = [𝑞
0

𝑞
1

𝑞
2

𝑞
3
]
𝑇. The quaternion units from 𝑞

1

to 𝑞
3
are called the vector part of the quaternion, while 𝑞

0
is

the scalar part.Themultiplication of two quaternions is done
by theKronecker product, denoted as⊗ [14].Thequadcopter’s
𝑝, 𝑞, and 𝑟 represent the body-fixed angular velocity about
the 𝑋

𝐵, 𝑌𝐵, and 𝑍
𝐵 axes, respectively. The rotor propellers’

speed are represented by Ωfront, Ωrear, Ωright, and Ωleft.
Finally, 𝑈

1
, 𝑈
2
, 𝑈
3
, and 𝑈

4
are the four control inputs of the

quadcopter.

2.2. Controller Design. In order to track the desired trajec-
tories a simple PD control law is designed for motions. For
example, the roll angle control law is found to be

𝑞
1err = [0 1 0 0] (q

𝑐
⊗ q
𝑎
) , (2)

𝑈
2
= 𝐾
𝑝
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1err + 𝐾

𝑑
�̇�
1err, (3)

where (2) is the quaternion difference between the command
quaternion q

𝑐
and the actual quaternion q

𝑎
. This difference

gives the error quaternion [14]. The error quaternion is then
multiplied by a vector to obtain the error quaternion “𝑞

1err”
that is related to the roll angle. Similarly, the pitch and yaw
controllers are found to be

𝑈
3
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The control signal𝑈
1
will be derived later while designing the

trajectories.
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Figure 3: Perfect circular looping. In order to have sufficient energy
for the quadcopter to traverse the interval between points (2) and (3)

as shown in Figure 3, the quadcoptermust build up enough energy at
point (1). During the interval between points (2) and (3) the thrust
vector only acts as a direction changer and does not contribute in
increasing the altitude.

2.3. Looping Trajectory Generation: An Energy-Based App-
roach. In order to approach the physical singularity problem
looping trajectories are designed.These trajectories consist of
a looping path and the thrust necessary to perform such loop.
By calculating the controllability matrix at pitch angles 90

∘

and 270
∘ the system is uncontrollable at these points (physical

singularity) and so the thrust calculated must be sufficient
such that the quadcopter can cross these physical singularities
using stored energy. In this section three types of looping
paths are considered, a circular path, a clothoidal path, and
a noncircular constant thrust path.The assumptions used for
deriving the looping paths are as follows.

(1) The thrust vector is always directed normal to the
path.

(2) The velocity is being commanded based on the energy
conservation principle assuming a conservative sys-
tem.

(3) The zero potential energy reference is the lowest point
in the looping.

2.3.1. Perfect Circular Looping. Shown in Figure 3 is a side
view of a perfect circular looping path.

By resolving the gravity and normalised thrust vector in
the normal direction to the path, the normal force normalized
by mass is found to be

𝐹
𝑛
= 𝑇 − 𝑔 cos (𝜏) . (5)

By substituting (5) in Newton’s second law in the normal
direction, the normalised thrust is found to be

𝑇 =
(𝑉)
2

𝑟
+ 𝑔 cos (𝜏) . (6)
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The term𝑉
2

/𝑟 is the centripetal acceleration and the 𝑔 cos(𝜏)
is the gravity component in the normal direction. Since the
quadcopter’s 𝑋

𝐵 coordinate axis is always tangential to the
path, therefore the path parameter 𝜏 can be replaced by the
pitch angle 𝜃. The magnitude of the velocity in (6) can be
written using the conservation of energy principle:

𝑉 = √
2 (𝐿 − 𝑈)

𝑚
, (7)

where 𝐿 is the total energy and 𝑈 is the potential energy of
the quadcopter. Substituting (7) in (6) results in an equation
relating the normalised thrust with the energy in the system:

𝑇 =
2 (𝐿 − 𝑈)

𝑚𝑟
+ 𝑔 cos (𝜃) . (8)

From assumption (3) the potential energy is calculated using
trigonometry to be

𝑈 = 𝑚𝑔𝑟 (1 − cos (𝜃)) . (9)

Substitute (9) in (8) and simplify

𝑇 =
2𝐿

𝑚𝑟
+ 3𝑔 cos (𝜃) − 2𝑔. (10)

The minimum total energy required is found to be

𝐿 >
𝑚𝑟 (−3𝑔 cos (𝜃) + 2𝑔)

2
. (11)

Note that the equality has been replaced by greater than since
the rotational dynamics and thrust dynamics are coupled;
therefore, at the peak of the looping, the thrust cannot be
equal to zero.

The quadcoptermust have enough energy to do thewhole
looping especially at the peak of the loop at 𝜏 = 𝜃 = 𝜋. Thus,
the minimum total energy required to do a perfect circular
looping must satisfy

𝐿 >
5𝑚𝑟𝑔

2
. (12)

The minimum total energy 5𝑚𝑟𝑔/2 from (12) is substituted
in (10). The maximum value of the normalised thrust at the
lowest point of the looping where the pitch angle is equal
to zero. At pitch angle equal to zero the thrust normalised
by mass is equal to 6𝑔. This thrust magnitude (normalised
by mass) might be more demanding while designing the
quadcopter. Therefore another approach is considered in
order to perform the manuever. The clothoid looping is
mainly used in roller coasters as it is characterised by lower
load factor than a perfect circular looping [15].

2.3.2. Clothoid Looping. The clothoid looping is constructed
from two clothoid curves as shown in Figure 4. 𝜆 is the path
parameter, and 𝐸

𝑡
and 𝐸

𝑛
are the tangent and normal unit

vectors. The first spiral curve extends from the start (𝜆 = 0)
to the peak (𝜆 = √2) and the second spiral curve is a mirror
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Figure 4: Clothoid looping.

of the first curve about the vertical axis passing through the
peak.

The thrust analysis of the clothoid looping is done on
one half of the loop (one clothoid curve). A clothoid curve
is a member of the Euler spiral curves. It is a curved path
whose curvature is linearly related to the arc length [15]. The
parametric representation of the clothoid curve is found to be

𝑥 (𝜆) = 𝐵 ⋅ 𝐶 (𝜆) ,

𝑧 (𝜆) = −𝐵 ⋅ 𝑆 (𝜆) ,

(13)

where 𝐵 is a constant which will determine the maximum
height of the clothoid looping as it will be shown later. The
functions 𝐶(𝜆) and 𝑆(𝜆) are the Fresnel integrals. They are
expressed as definite integrals

𝐶 (𝜆) = ∫

𝜆

0

cos(𝜋

2
𝑡
2

)𝑑𝑡, (14)

𝑆 (𝜆) = ∫

𝜆

0

sin(
𝜋

2
𝑡
2

)𝑑𝑡, (15)

where 𝑡 is a dummy variable.
By differentiating (13) the speed along the clothoid curve

is equal to “𝐵” and so the path length is found to be

𝑠 = 𝐵𝜆. (16)

The position vector 𝑅𝐼(𝑠) of the first curve of the looping can
be written as

𝑅
𝐼

(𝑠) = (𝐵 ⋅ 𝐶 (
𝑠

𝐵
) −𝐵 ⋅ 𝑆 (

𝑠

𝐵
))

𝑇

. (17)

The tangent unit vector is calculated by differentiating with
respect to 𝑠 [15] and thus it is determined to be

𝐸
𝑡
= (cos( 𝜋𝑠

2

2𝐵2
) −sin(

𝜋𝑠
2

2𝐵2
))

𝑇

. (18)

The normal unit vector is calculated from the tangent unit
vector and is found to be [15]

𝐸
𝑛
= (−sin(

𝜋𝑠
2

2𝐵2
) −cos( 𝜋𝑠

2

2𝐵2
))

𝑇

, (19)
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while the radius of curvature is

𝑟 =
𝐵
2

𝜋𝑠
. (20)

From the energy conservation principle, themagnitude of the
velocity of one half of the clothoid looping can be written as

𝑉
2

= 𝑉
2

0

− 2𝑔𝑧, (21)

𝑉 = √𝑉
2

0

− 2𝑔𝐵 ⋅ 𝑆 (
𝑠

𝐵
), (22)

where 𝑉
0
is the initial velocity in the 𝑋

𝐼 direction. Same
as the perfect circular path, if the normalised thrust and
gravity vectors are resolved in the normal direction and then
substituted in Newton’s second law, the nomalised thrust is
expressed as

𝑇 =
(𝑉)
2

𝑟
+ 𝑔 cos (𝜏) . (23)

The path parameter 𝜏 is interpreted as the path angle
which is also equal to the quadcopter’s pitch angle since
the normalised thrust vector is always perpendicular to the
path. Now all the equations are available to calculate the
normalised thrust requirements to do a clothoid looping. By
substituting (22), (20) and the path parameter from (19) in
(23) the normalised thrust is found to be

𝑇 =
𝜋𝑠𝑉
2

0

𝐵2
−

2𝜋𝑠

𝐵
𝑔𝑆 (

𝑠

𝐵
) + 𝑔 cos( 𝜋𝑠

2

2𝐵2
) , (24)

where the command input of the quadcopter can be written
as:

𝑈
1
= 𝑚𝑇. (25)

Since the quadcopter is limited to produce only positive
thrust, therefore the thrust normalised by mass vector must
be always greater than zero. The most critical point in the
loop is at the peak at 𝜆 = 𝑠/𝐵 = √2, where the quadcopter
must have enough energy to cross the peak of the looping.
Therefore by substituting the 𝑠/𝐵 = √2, 𝑆(√2) ≈ 0.71

(calculated numerically) and the thrust being greater than
zero, the condition for the initial velocity is found to be

𝑉
0
> √1.65𝑔𝐵. (26)

Physically 𝐵 is used to determine the maximum height of
the clothoid looping. Since 𝑆(√2) ≈ 0.71 and 𝑧(𝑡) =

−𝐵 ⋅ 𝑆(𝑡) therefore the maximum height of the looping is
approximately equal to 0.71𝐵. So the choice of 𝐵 determines
both the maximum height and the minimum initial velocity
needed to perform the looping.The normalised thrust of (24)
is plotted with the path length as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows two curves for the normalised thrust
requirements to do one half of a clothoid looping. Both curves
represent the same looping with the same maximum height
(𝐵 = 5). The difference between them is the initial velocity.
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Figure 5: Normalised thrust requirements of one half of a clothoid
loop.

Velocity 1 is the minimum initial velocity required to not
to fall and velocity 2 is greater than velocity 1. Since 𝐵 is
the same, if the initial velocity is chosen higher than the
minimumvelocity, the centripetal acceleration along the path
will increase. Therefore more normalised thrust is required
in order to follow the looping path as shown in Figure 5.
For the minimum velocity curve there is a linear increase
of the normalised thrust from 1𝑔 to a maximum of 3.6𝑔.
Based on design consideration this maximum thrust might
be demanding but less than the circular path.

A second approach is then considered as shown next
where the normalised thrust is specified and then the path
is calculated.

2.3.3. Constant Thrust Looping: A New Trajectory Generation
Approach. In this section the thrust is specified and then the
path of the looping is determined. The thrust is assumed to
be constant along the looping path.

The normalised thrust equation for an arbitrary path
is shown in (23). Then by substituting the magnitude of
the velocity with the conservation of energy equation, the
normalised thrust is found to be

𝑇 =
𝑉
2

0

− 2𝑔ℎ

𝑟
+ 𝑔 cos (𝜃) , (27)

where ℎ is the height which is equivalent to −𝑍
𝐼 axis.

Equation (27) contains three unknowns along the path, the
height ℎ, the radius of curvature 𝑟, and the pitch angle 𝜃. The
path is divided into arcs where a new pitch angle is calculated
from the initial values of ℎ and 𝑟 along with the 𝑉

0
and 𝑇

which are known. The new pitch angle is used to determine
the final values of the arc which are used as the initial values
for the next arc as it will be shown.

Figure 6 shows an arc of the looping path, where 𝑠 is the
path length and 𝑟 is the radius of curvature. 𝜃 is the path
parameter which is also equal to the pitch angle. Finally 𝑉

is the velocity. The path length 𝑠 is found to be

𝑠 = 𝑟𝜃. (28)
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Figure 6: Constant thrust arc.

Then by taking the limit as the size of the arc approaches zero,
the velocity is found to be

𝑉 =
𝑠

𝑡step
, (29)

where 𝑡step is a small time step. Referring to the constant
thrust algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 by substituting (28)
in (29) the pitch angle calculation is shown in line (17). Thus,
every time step the pitch angle is updated. Then using the
energy conservation principle the new velocity is calculated
as shown in line (19). Then position of the quadcopter is
updated using the equations in line (22) and line (23). The
final radius of curvature is calculated from the new the
velocity as shown in line (24). In Algorithm 1 the lines from
(2) to (15) show the initialisations used to start the constant
thrust looping algorithm.

The numerical technique presented here is Euler integra-
tion. The error in the solution is approximately proportional
to the time step [16]. Therefore by decreasing the time step
the error is minimized.

Figure 7 shows three looping paths at constant nor-
malised thrust 3.5𝑔 but different initial velocities. Note that
all the paths are plotted for the same period of time (𝑡 = 12 s).

As shown in Figure 7 at lower initial velocities, the
number of loops per unit time increases since the normalised
thrust is able to steer the quadcopter at a fast pitch rate
due to the presence of less amount of energy in the system.
Thus the rate of change of the pitch angle and the rate of
change of the radius of curvature will decrease as the initial
velocity increases. Increasing the initial velocity will increase
the looping height and radius.

Alternatively shown next the normalised thrust is chang-
ing from one path to the other while the initial velocity is kept
constant. Figure 8 shows three looping paths all at the same
initial velocity (𝑉 = 10ms−1) but different normalised thrust.

As shown in Figure 8 in the 2.5𝑔 and 3.5𝑔 looping there
is enough normalised thrust to produce more centripetal
acceleration capable of changing the direction of the velocity
at a faster pitch rate. Thus, having a faster rate of change of
the pitch angle will increase the rate of change of the local
radius of curvature of the looping. As a result the quadcopter

(1) Initialisation;
(2) 𝑔 = 9.81;
(3) 𝑇 = 14; ⊳ Thrust
(4) 𝑡step = 0.005; ⊳ time step
(5) 𝑋 = zeros(1, 2000); ⊳ 𝑋-Array
(6) 𝑍 = zeros(1, 2000); ⊳ 𝑍-Array
(7) 𝜃 = 0;

(8) Energy =
𝑉
2

initial
2

;
(9) 𝑉
𝑥

= 𝑉initial;
(10) 𝑉

𝑧

= 0;
(11) 𝑉 = √𝑉2

𝑥

+ 𝑉2
𝑧

;
(12) 𝑔component = 𝑔 cos(𝜃);

(13) 𝑟 =
𝑉
2

𝑇 − 𝑔component
; ⊳ radius of curvature

(14) 𝑛 = 1;
(15) 𝑡end = 12;
(16) while 𝑡 < 𝑡end do

(17) 𝜃
𝑛+1

=

𝑉 ∗ 𝑡step

𝑟
+ 𝜃
𝑛

;
(18) 𝑔component = 𝑔 cos(𝜃);
(19) 𝑉 = √2 ∗ (Energy − 𝑔 ∗ 𝑍

𝑛

);
(20) 𝑉

𝑧

= 𝑉 sin(𝜃);
(21) 𝑉

𝑥

= 𝑉 cos(𝜃);
(22) 𝑍

𝑛+1

= 𝑍
𝑛

+ 𝑡step ∗ 𝑉
𝑧

;
(23) 𝑋

𝑛+1

= 𝑋
𝑛

+ 𝑡step ∗ 𝑉
𝑥

;

(24) 𝑟 =
𝑉
2

𝑇 − 𝑔component
;

(25) 𝑡
𝑛+1

= 𝑡
𝑛

+ 𝑡step;
(26) 𝑛 = 𝑛 + 1;
(27) end

Algorithm 1: Constant thrust.
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Figure 7: Varying the initial velocity at 3.5𝑔 normalised thrust for
the same period of time.
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Figure 8: Varying the nomalised thrust at equal initial velocities for
the period of time (𝑡 = 12 s).

will have enough kinetic energy at the peak of the looping
in order to move sideways and form a looping shape. The
1.4𝑔 path is not really considered as a looping it is rather a
flip. All three paths start with the same initial kinetic energy,
the difference in shape is specified according to how much
of the initial kinetic energy is transferred to potential energy
and how much remains as kinetic energy at the peak of the
looping.

3. Simulation

In this section the tracking performance of the 6DOF quad-
copter model is evaluated with the looping commands. The
block diagram shown in Figure 9 illustrates the simulation
process.

As shown in Figure 9, the initial velocity is input along
with the 𝐵 for clothoidal commands or 𝑇 for the constant
thrust commands. The trajectories generated are then trans-
formed into quaternions and the control input 𝑈

1
. The error

quaternion 𝑞err is calculated from the quaternion difference
between the command 𝑞

𝑐
and actual quaternion 𝑞

𝑎
.The error

quaternion is then input to a PD controller and then the
control signals are fed to the dynamics.

Since the perfect circular path is very demanding, there-
fore the perfect circle will not be implemented. The model
parameters that are used in all simulations are shown in
Table 1.

3.1. Clothoid Looping Commands. The following parameters
were plugged in the clothoidal looping trajectory genera-
tion section and so the command thrust required and the
command pitch angle are determined. The 𝐵 is set to be
equal to 5. The initial velocity is set to be the minimum
initial velocity (refer to clothoid section) equal to 12.5ms−1.

Table 1: Looping parameters.

𝐼
𝑥

7.5 ∗ 10
−3m4

𝐼
𝑦

7.5 ∗ 10
−3m4

𝐼
𝑧

1.3 ∗ 10
−2m4

𝐼
𝑝

6 ∗ 10
−5m4

𝑚 0.65Kg

The time to perform the maneuver is 3 s. The proportional
gain 𝐾

𝑝
and the derivative gain 𝐾

𝐷
are tuned to be equal 5

and 10, respectively.
The results are shown in Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13.

Figures 10 and 11 show the command and state quaternion
components 𝑞

0
, 𝑞
2
as well as the command and state pitch

angles.
As shown in Figure 10 the PD controller allows the state

quaternion to track the command smoothly without any
overshoot. Moreover due to the absence of any disturbances
the tracking error is minimum. Note that the usage of quater-
nions eliminates the angular singularities. The quaternion
components 𝑞

1
and 𝑞
3
are equal to zero since they are related

to the roll and yaw angles.
Figure 11 is just a transformation of Figure 10 to illustrate

the change in the pitch angle of the quadcopter along the
loop. As shown in Figure 11 the PD control in the pitch angle
controller allows the pitch to track the command smoothly
without any overshoot.

Figure 12 shows the command normalised thrust over
mass calculated from the clothoidal looping section.

As shown in Figure 12 the thrust curve is symmetrical.
The first half of the curve represents the first spiral curve of
the clothoid loop and the second represents the second spiral
curve. Note that the normalised thrust reaches a maximum
value of 4.5𝑔. An important point to be noticed is that
the normalised thrust cannot reach zero at the peak of the
looping since the pitchingmotion and the thrust are coupled.
Therefore, if the thrust reaches zero at the peak, the quadrotor
will lose its ability to pitch up. Finally Figure 13 shows a
visualisation of the quadcopter doing a clothoidal looping.

As shown in Figure 13 the black dashed loop is the
reference path and the blue solid loop is the actual loop.
The quadcopter is first commanded to hover to 10m. The
blue loop is not identical to the black loop. This is due
to the presence of the quadcopter dynamics. The pitch
angle dynamics and the position dynamics are not identical,
since the pitch dynamics are much faster than the position
dynamics, the quadcopter did not track the desired trajectory.
The addition of the damping term in the pitch angle controller
slows down the pitch angle dynamics. Figure 14 shows the
effect of the removal of the D-controller from the pitch angle
controller.

As shown in Figure 14 the removal of the damping gain
caused the pitch angle to change faster than the position
dynamics, thus, leading the quadcopter to exit the maneuver
at a higher altitude.
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Figure 9: System block diagram.
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Figure 10: Command and state quaternion for a clothoid loop.
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Figure 11: Command and state pitch angle for a clothoid loop.

3.2. ConstantThrust Looping. The following parameters were
plugged in the constant looping thrust equations and so
the command pitch angle is determined. The constant nor-
malised thrust chosen for this simulation is 𝑇 = 20m/s2.
The initial velocity is set to be 10m/s. The time to perform
the maneuver is 2.5 s. The proportional gain 𝐾

𝑝
and the

derivative gain 𝐾
𝐷

are tuned to be equal to 5 and 10,
respectively.
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Figure 12: Command normalised thrust for a clothoid loop.
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Figure 13: Quadcopter visualisation with PD controller.

The results are shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17. Figures 15
and 16 show the command and state quaternion components
𝑞
0
, 𝑞
2
as well as the command and state pitch angles.

As shown in Figure 15 the state quaternion tracks the
command smoothly. The quaternion components 𝑞

1
and 𝑞

3

are equal to zero since they are related to the roll and yaw
angles.

Due to the absence of external disturbance and the
presence of a smooth PD controller, the state pitch angle
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Figure 14: Quadcopter visualisation with P controller.
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Figure 15: Command and state quaternion for a constant thrust
loop.

tracks the command smoothly withminimumerror as shown
in Figure 16.

Figure 17 shows the visualisation of the quadcopter while
performing the constant thrust looping.

As shown in Figure 17 the black dashed loop is the
reference path and the blue solid loop is the actual loop. The
quadcopter is first commanded to hover to 10m. The blue
loop nearly identical to the black loop.The position and pitch
dynamics do not affectmuch the shape of the looping since in
this case normalised thrust (acceleration) is always at steady
state.

4. Conclusion

The trajectories designed using energy allowed the quad-
copter to cross the physical singular configurations smoothly.
The three looping paths and trajectories designed were
found to be very promising in extending the flight envelope
of the quadcopter in order to perform aggressive looping
maneuver. The perfect circular looping is found to be the
most demanding as it required an entry thrust equal to 6𝑔.
A clothoid looping was found to be less demanding and as
it requires normalised thrust equal to 3.5𝑔. Finally a new
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Figure 16: Command and state pitch angle for a constant thrust
loop.
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Figure 17: Visualisation of constant thrust loop.

innovative approach is proposed where the thrust is specified
and then the path is determined.Thismethod used a constant
thrust approach which might be the most applicable since
the loopingmaneuver depends on the design specifications of
the quadcopter. A quadcopter can perform a constant thrust
looping at normalised thrust starting from 1.4𝑔.
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